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The Rational. Archives received the records of the Souse Sabot Committee 
Assmeximations, 95th Congress, in three O4pmmotatmiRarcb-2N Aril 2, 

and August 6, 7079. 

• 

. 	 . 	
.. 	- . An examination of the records after they had been received into the building . 

has disclosed that* 	

- 	
_ 	__.... - 	-_,--„,-- 	'"--,-.,--i....-.7.:.7 - ',_:-._  - 	' 1. The records in many respects are miser-ranged. For exempla, the committee 

received 685 public exhibits on JFK, and they are filed as f011ovms E3hibits 
F156-F683 ars in box 25, exhibits Pi-r353 are in box 671 exhibits 12756 
7365-F459 are in taxes 68 and 691 exhibits 7460.4555 ars in box 710t. 2. Though es have not viewed all exhibits, yet what ve have seen of them 
are in the form of 8'110" photographic prints or of electrostatic 	• 
reproductions. Thus, -S have not found any original exhibits, nor photographic 
negatives of them. Moreover, the exhibits are not individually filed 
in folders or =Tappet and suitably labelled. 
3. A staff member from the Clerk's office told me that the committee disposed 
,of the original exhibits or left them in the bands of those mho worked :sr it.,  4. Some exhibits haw* not been found in the committee's flies, widens' 
lirobablY missing. 	. 	

-,‘ 	 • - 5. Tice box lists prepared by the oommittee to serve as finding aids to 	• 
the records are dafioiently descriptive or erroneous. For instanoett •-:thi:Z,;::',. 
labels on boxes nos.-918-933 describe their otetents as lei index oarclee - 
whereas in reality,- they house JIK index cards. -- 6. Almost 30 Follingertores contain irx6-  index cards to correspondence, 
investigative files, and other records of the committee. - The cards were 	- 
igarally kept in two suitable file cabinets by the =mitts°, permitting 

--ready se;cess to them; to achieve the ammo convenience, vs must reconstitute 
the cards in timilwr file containers. 
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